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　　Abstract　　Fingerprin t feature ext raction is a key step of fingerprint ident ification.A novel feature ext raction algori thm is proposed

in this paper , w hich describes fingerprint featu re with the bending information of fingerprint ridges.Ridges in the specif ic region of finger-

print images are t raced fi rst ly in the algori thm , and then these ridges are fit wi th Bezier curve.Finally , the point that has the maximal cur-

vature on Bezier curve is def ined as a featu re point.Experimental result s demonstrate that this kind of feature poin ts characterize the bend-
ing trend of f ingerprint ridges effectively , and they are robust to noise , in addit ion , the ex traction precision of this algorithm is also bet ter

than the convent ional approaches.

　　Keywords:　fingerprint identification , feature extraction , Bezier curve , curvature.

　　Fingerprint identification has been studied wide-
ly in recent years because of it s broad prospect for ap-
plication in the field of individual verif ication.Feature

ex traction is a crit ical step of f ingerprint identifica-
tion , and its ext raction precision influences the identi-
f ication results direct ly .In the generic ext raction al-
go rithms , ridge endings and bifurcations are ext racted

from f ingerprint images after preprocessing.Howev-
er , because of the existence of distortions and noise ,
the minut iae obtained are not alw ays t rue , and thus

the fake minutiae should be eliminated.Farina
[ 1]

pro-
posed a method to delete fake minutiae through ana-

lyzing the ridges st ructure around minutiae.Luo
[ 2]

ex tracted a more reliable minutiae according to some

process to the ridge breaks and joints w ith the exist-

ing know ledge.Bian
[ 3]

removed the fake minutiae us-
ing the characteristic of ridges and the w idth of them.

Chikkerur
[ 4]

deleted the fake minutiae by rest ricting

them based on several rules.For the above methods ,
a large number of fake minut iae will be generated if

the image enhancement result is no t satisfacto ry , and

i t is time-consuming to delete them.In addition ,

Fu
[ 5]

ex tracted the minutiae f rom the binary im-

ages
[ 5]

direct ly.By tracing f ingerprint ridges w ith the

o rientation field , M aio
[ 6]

proposed a method to ex-
tract minutiae in the o riginal f ingerprint images di-
rectly , and in [ 7 ] some improvements for this

method are achieved by Jiang.For the last tw o meth-
ods , if the original images quality is poo r , the feature

ext ract ion accuracy w ill also be inf luenced.

In addition to traditional minutiae(ridge endings

and bifurcations), the bending state of ridges is also

an important characteristic of fingerprints.General-
ly , fake endings and bifurcations w ill be generated if

the images quality is poor , but the noise will not in-
fluence the ridges bending state seriously.It is ob-
served that the bending t rend of a single ridge is ir-
regular , and moreover , some ridges are no t smoo th in

the local region.How ever , the overall bending t rend

of many adjacent ridges is similar in a specific region

of fingerprint images.Based on these observations ,
we propose a novel feature ex traction algorithm in

this paper.In this algori thm , fingerprint ridges in

the specific region are traced fi rst ly , then we fi t these

ridges traced w ith Bezier curve , and finally , the point

that has the maximal curvature on the Bezier curve is

defined as a feature point.This kind of feature points

can describe the ridge bending states effect ively .

1　Bezier curve

Bezier curve is defined w ith a set of points , in

w hich the first point and the last one are on the

curve , and the rest are used to determine the power

and shape of Bezier curve.As Fig .1 show s , the shape



of Bezier curve tends to the contour of a multilateral

line constructed wi th some points , and it is correlated

closely w ith the location of these points.Therefore ,
the multilateral line is also know n as the feature poly-
gon of the Bezier curve , and these points are defined

as control points.

Fig.1.　Bezier curve and it s feature polygon.

The expression of Bezier curve is an interpolated

harmonic function between the fi rst control point and

the last one , and its parametric expression can be rep-
resented as

x =φ(t)= ∑
n

i=0

xi＊B i , n(t)

y =ψ(t)=∑
n

i =0

yi＊B i , n(t)
　t ∈ [ 0 ,1] (1)

w here(x i , yi)(i=0 , 1 , …, n)denotes the location

vector of n+1 control points , and the prim ary func-
tion , B i , n(t), is a Berstein polynomial , which is ex-
pressed as

B i , n(t)=
n !

i !＊(n -i)!
t
i
(1 -t)

n-i

i =0 , 1 , … , n (2)

w hen i=0 and t=0 , t
i
=1 , and 0 !=1.

Many characteristics of Bezier curve m ake it suit-
able for fit ting fingerprint ridges.One of them is it s

convex closure , w hich means that Bezier curve should

be in the smallest convex polygon const ructed w ith

the apexes of its feature polygon , w hich can be seen

in Fig.1.Bezier curve has also the property of main-
taining convex , that is , if we can get a convex poly-
gon by linking a g roup of apexes , the Bezier curve fit-
ted with these apexes is a convex curve.In addition ,
Bezier curve has the geometric invariability , w hich

means that the shape of Beizer curve depends on the

location of its apexes , but has no thing to do w ith the

coordinate system.

2　Choice of specific region

Our feature ex t raction algo rithm is performed in

the thinning image.As Fig.2 show s , in order to ig-
nore the local rough phenomenon , some simple pro-

cesses are achieved
[ 8]

before choice of the specific re-
gion , and some small branches and sharp ang les are e-
liminated af ter this step.In the w ay , the following

ridge t racing stage can be sim plified , and it is ensured

that the feature ex traction result is not af fected by

rough phenomenon , and moreover the ridges continu-
ity is also maintained.

Fig.2.　Processing to thinning images.

Fig.3.　Choice of the specific region.

　　The bending trend of a single ridge is i rregular ,
and the ridge bending states at the bot tom of finger-
print images are more disorderly.However , they are

very similar above the f ingerprint core region.In or-
der to compare experimental results conveniently , we

choose this region to ex t ract feature points.In the

w ay , i t is ensured that the feature points are ex tract-
ed in the region w here the ridge bending states are

similar , and the results are valid.The method in [ 8]
is adopted to choose the specif ic region in this paper.
As Fig.3 show s , the fingerprint core (the delta can

be a substi tute if no co re is obtained)is com puted
[ 9]

firstly , and the rectangular region ABCD is the spe-

cific region chosen by us , where the core O is the
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midpoint of side AD , and the sides AB and AD are

used to ensure that this region includes a larger num-
ber of similar ridges.

Fig.4.　The local orientation.

3　Ridge line tracing

After choosing the specific reg ion , it is needed to

trace the ridges in this region , and then we f it the

ridges traced with the Bezier curve , and finally fea-
ture points are ext racted.Fo r the furcated ridge , be-
cause it is needed to f it every ridge respectively , the

ridge t runk is maintained and the ridge branch is

deleted in our algorithm , in addition , the ridge type

is recorded.As Fig .4 shows , let d(d =0 , 1 ,2 , … ,
7)denote the local direction of the point (x , y)in

o rientation field , and t(x , y)denote the g ray level of

the point (x , y).Befo re introducing the ridge line

tracing algorithm in detail , some definitions are given

in the follow ing .

5×5 annular search:search the region G(i , j)
for point (x , y)w hich satisfies t(x , y)=1 , w here

G(i , j)is a point set.
G(i , j)={t(i -2 , j -2), t(i -2 , j -1),

t(i -2 , j), t(i -2 , j +1),
t(i -2 , j +2), t(i -1 , j +2),
t(i , j +2), t(i +1 , j +2),
t(i +2 , j +2), t(i +2 , j +1),
t(i +2 , j), t(i +2 , j -1),
t(i +2 , j -2), t(i +1 , j -2),
t(i , j -2), t(i -1 , j -2)}

　　Search in direction d:search the region Gd(i ,
j)for point (x , y)w hich satisfies t(x , y)=1 ,
w here Gd(i , j)is a point set , and d is the local di-
rection of point(x , y).

G0(i , j)={t(i +5 , j -2), t(i +5 , j -1),

t(i +5 , j), t(i +5 , j +1),
t(i +5 , j +2)}

and

G1(i , j)={t(i +5 , j -2), t(i +4 , j -3),

t(i +3 , j -4), t(i +2 , j -5)}

The search regions in the other six direct ions can be

obtained by mapping G0(i , j)and G1(i , j).

After giving the above definitions , the ridge line

t racing algorithm is int roduced as follow s.

Let S 0 denote the starting point of route OAB ,

and i t is init ialized w ith O ;the queue P is used to

sto re the t raced points , and it is empty initially;the

symbol T is used to record the ridge type , and T =1

means that the ridge has no branch , otherw ise T =0

means that i t is a furcated ridge , and its initialization

is 1;D and M deno te the current point and the last

t raced point befo re D respectively.

LABEL 1:Starting from S 0 , search the fi rst

point S satisfying t(x , y)=1 in the adjacent region

along S 0 AB .For every point (x , y)in the 5×5

pixel w indow centered at S

If (t(x , y)=-1) {M =S 0;S 0 =S ;

return to LABEL 1;}
Else {M =S 0;S 0 =S ;

D =S 0;}

　　LABEL 2:For every point (x , y)in the eight-
adjacent pixels of point D

If(t(x , y)=1)　{Let t(x , y)=-1;}

　　LABEL 3:Taking D as the center , the 5×5

annular region is searched for points satisfy ing t(x ,
y)=1.Let D1 , D 2 , …, Dk denote the obtained

points , and k is the number of these points.

If (these points are all outside the rectangle region

ABCD)
　{End the t racing step of current ridge;}
Else if(k =0)
// No point is searched in LABEL 3 , and w e increase

the t racing step with the local direction d .
{Connect MD;
　　If (the angle betw een MD and direction d is

bigger than 90°)
　　　　{Continue the search in direction d;}
　　Else {Continue the search in the right-about of

d;}
After the above search by increasing the tracing step ,
　　If(the t raced point D 1 satisfies that t(D1)=1)
　　　　{Let t(D)=-1;insert D into P ;let M

=D , and D =D 1;return to LABEL 2;}
　　Else{it means that a ridge ending is appeared ,

and end the t racing of current ridge;}
　}
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Else if (k =1)
{Let t(D)=-1;insert D into P;let M =D , and

D =D1;return to LABEL 2;}
Else if (k =2 , and the two points D 1 and D 2 are ad-

jacent)
{the one farther f rom D is reg arded as D 1 , and the

o ther one is deleted af ter changing i ts grey level into

-1;let t(D)=-1;insert D into P ;let M =D ,
and D=D 1;return to LABEL 2;}
Else if (k =2 , and the two points D 1 and D 2 are de-
tached)
{Let T =0;connect MD , DD 1 , DD2 , and from

these three lines , choose the two L 1 , L 2 the angle

between w hom is the closest to 180°than others;
　　If (MD is not in set {L 1 , L 2})// the ridge

t raced just now is a branch of the trunk ridge.
　　{Reset P as an empty queue;let t(D)=-1 ,

and M =D ;
　　then taking D 1 , D2 as the new center D respec-

tively , the operation returns to LABEL 2;}
　　Else if (DD 1(DD2)is no t in{L 1 , L 2})
　　// the ridge t raced just now is a part of the ridge

t runk , and DD1(DD 2)is in a ridge branch.
　　{Let t(D)=-1;insert D into P;let M =D ;

then taking D 1 , D 2 as the new center D respec-
tively , the operat ion returns to LABEL 2 , but

after that , it is not needed to insert the t racing

points into P w hen tracing the ridge branch

w hich DD 2(DD 1)is in.}
　　}
　Else if(k >2)
　　{The tw o points that are the farthest f rom each

o ther are regarded as D1 , D2 and reserved , and

the others are deleted af ter changing the g ray

level of them into -1.The rest operation is the

same w ith the case of the tw o detached points;}
　　
4　Fitting of fingerprint ridges and feature
extraction

Ridges in the specif ic region of fingerprint im-
ages are t raced w ith the above ridge line t racing algo-
rithm.We so rt the traced points stored in the queue

P ordered by their x-coo rdinate , and from these

points w e choose the evenly dist ributed K +1 points

(x i , yi)(i=0 ,1 , … , K)and fit them w ith the Bezier

curve.With the location vector of the K +1 points ,
the Bezier curve can be computed based on the formu-
la(1)in the follow ing.

x =φ(t)= x 0＊B0 , K(t)+ x1＊B 1 ,K(t)

+…+ xK ＊BK , K(t)

y =ψ(t)= y0＊B 0 ,K(t)+y 1＊B 1 , K(t)

+…+yK ＊BK , K(t)

t ∈ [ 0 ,1] (3)

w here

B i , K(t)=
K !

i !＊(K -i)!
t
i
(1-t)

K-i

t ∈ [ 0 ,1]

　　After f itt ing the Bezier curve , the fingerprint

feature can be defined w ith the point which has the

maximal curvature on the Bezier curve.The Bezier

curve curvature can be com puted with the formula:

k(t)=
|φ′(t)ψ″(t)-φ″(t)ψ′(t)|
[ φ′

2
(t)+ψ′

2
(t)]

3/2 (4)

　　Based on the above form ula , the value of t asso-
ciated w ith the feature point can be computed w ith

the expression:
t′=arg(max

t
(k(t))

　　After t'is computed , the feature point can be

ext racted by put ting t'into (3), and i t can be ex-
pressed as a 6-tuple , (n , T , x , y , d , ε), w here n is

the ridge number , T denotes whether the ridge has a

branch or no t , (x , y)is the coo rdinate of feature

point , and d , εdenote the direction and curvature of

the feature point respect ively .

Through the above operation , we can ext ract a

feature point in a fingerprint ridge.The ridge bend-
ing t rend is very similar in the specific region , and

thus the feature points ext racted from the adjacent

ridges are contiguous , and the curvature dif ferences

betw een them are also very small.Therefore , if a

feature point has big dif ferences w ith the feature

points ex t racted f rom its adjacent ridges , it can be re-
garded as a fake feature point , and we can get rid of

the fake feature point based on this point.Fo r the

feature points S i-1 , S i , and S i+1 from the three ad-
jacent ridges , if

(|εi -εi-1|>δ)&(|εi -εi+1|>δ)

o r　(dis(S i , S i-1)>d0)&(dis(S i , S i+1)>d 0)

the point S i will be regarded as a fake feature point

and deleted , w here  A -B denotes the curvature

difference betw een two feature points , dis(A , B)de-
notes the distance f rom A to B , and δ, d 0 are tw o
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g iven thresholds.

The fake feature points can be deleted wi th the

above method.There are already some small ridge

branches and breaks in fingerprint images after pre-
processing if the original im ages are polluted serious-
ly , and the small branches are eliminated in Section

3 , however the ridge breaks are already existed in the

thinning images.The ridge line tracing algo rithm is

robust to this kind of small breaks , but the bigger

ridge breaks w ill lead to the termination of the t racing

algori thm ahead of t ime , and only part ial ridge is

traced in the tracing stage.If the most curving ridge

region is not in the t raced partial ridge , the feature

point ext racted with our algorithm is only the point

that has the maximal curvature in the partial ridge ,
and it canno t deno te the most curving location of the

w hole ridge.This kind of local feature points can also

be eliminated wi th the above method.

5　Experimental results

The feature ex t raction algorithm has been tested

on the four databases of FVC2002
[ 10]
, and feature

points are ext racted f rom the fingerprint images of

these databases af ter preprocessing
[ 11—13]

.The fea-
ture ex traction result of this algorithm on a finger-
print image is show n in Fig.5 , and from Fig.5 we

can see that all the feature points are almost in a

smooth curve , and the directions of them are also

similar , furthermo re , every feature point show s its

normal orientation and the most curving location of

the associated ridge;in addit ion , fake feature points

can also be detected by this algo rithm effectively.

Fig.5.　Feature poin ts.

We also have tested the resistance to noise of this

algori thm.100 fingerprint images are chosen ran-

domly in the four databases of FVC2002 , and then

we pollute them w ith four dif ferent Gauss noises re-
spectively , and ext ract feature points f rom these pol-
luted images w ith our algo rithm af ter preprocessing.
The average g ray levels of the four Gauss noses are all

zero , and the variances of them are gradational.The

test results demonst rate that , w ith the increase of the

variance of Gauss noises , the locations of some feature

points w ill f luctuate lightly , but the directions and

curvatures of them are not changed greatly , and fur-
thermore , the feature points are all in a smooth curve

all the same.We ex tract feature points f rom the same

fingerprint images based on the tradi tional feature ex-

t ract ion algori thm
[ 14]
, and as a result , many fake fea-

ture points are generated w ith the increase of noise.
The reason is that noise has lit tle influence on the

ridge bending t rend , but i t makes many fake minutiae

generated in the images.Therefo re , our algori thm

has a bet ter resistance to noise.

In o rder to evaluate the feature ex traction perfor-
mance of our algori thm precisely , feature points are

ext racted from the f ingerprint images of the databases

of FVC2002 after preprocessing wi th our feature ex-

t ract ion algorithm and the conventional method
[ 14]
,

and then w e match these images based on the feature

points ex tracted wi th the two dif ferent algori thm s ,
respect ively.Because of the difference between the

att ributes of feature points ex tracted w ith the tw o al-

gori thms , some adjustments
[ 15]

for matching alg o-
rithm are done when matching the feature points ex-
t racted w ith our algori thm , and in order to rapidly

detect the possible m atching , we compared the types

of the corresponding ridges based on the at tribute T .
The experimental results are shown in Table 1 ,
w here Result-1 denotes the matching result associated

w ith the conventional algo rithm in [ 14] , and Result-
2 is the result obtained by our algorithm.In this

table , EER denotes the equal error rate , FM R and

FNM R denote the false matching rate and the false

rejection rate respectively , and the measurements ,
FM R100 , FMR1000 and ZeroFM R are the values of

FNM R fo r FM R=1/100 , 1/1000 and 0.From the

results we can see that , by the same preprocessing

operation and matching algorithm , experiments w ere

performed on the same database , and the m atching

precision associated wi th our feature ex traction alg o-
rithm w as higher than the other one.
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Table 1.　Experimental results on DB1—DB4 of FVC2002

databases

Database RES ULT EE R(%)
FMR100
(%)

FMR1000
(%)

ZeroFM R
(%)

DB1
Result-1 4.13 5.36 7.12 9.63

Result-2 3.28 4.69 6.24 6.92

DB2
Result-1 4.26 6.53 7.21 9.45

Result-2 3.65 6.16 6.53 7.32

DB3
Result-1 4.68 6.89 10.32　 18.22　

Result-2 4.12 6.32 8.31 9.17

DB4
Result-1 7.71 9.21 10.28　 14.31　

Result-2 6.27 7.62 8.87 9.21

　　The comparison of the ROC curve obtained by

the tw o feature ext raction algori thm s is shown in

Fig.6.

Fig.6.　Comparison of the ROC curve on the FVC2002 databas-
es.(a)DB1;(b)DB2;(c)DB3;(d)DB4.

6　Conclusions

A novel feature ex traction algorithm is presented

in this paper , by w hich fingerprint ridges are t raced ,
and the traced ridges fi t w ith the Bezier curve , and

the point that has the maxim al curvature in Bezier

curve is defined as a feature point.Experimental re-
sults demonstrate that this kind of feature points

characterize the ridge bending information effective-
ly , and the alg orithm is robust to noise , in addition ,
a higher feature ext ract ion precision is achieved.
From the experiments w e found that , the pow er of

Bezier curve is increased along w ith the g row th of the

number of cont rol points , therefore the ef ficiency of

our algo rithm is also influenced by the number of con-
t rol points.In addition , the algo rithm depends on the

choice of the specific reg ion , if this region is damaged

or polluted seriously , the algo rithm w ill be disabled.
We will focus on solving these problems in the future.
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